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SCIENCE

How to control the surface pressure of 
an interface

The surface pressure of an interface can be controlled using the
drop tensiometer TRACKER™ . Specific or custom-made
interfaces can be made to mimic different interfacial systems
and to study rheological properties at different interfacial
pressures. Thus, it is possible to figure out the building-blocks of
an interface and to study the adsorption of one or several
molecules sequentially added or to determine the exclusion
pressure of molecules.
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Variation of the interfacial tension at the triolein/water 
interface as a function of time. 

RESEARCH

Foam Up Project
An alternative to solvent extraction

TECLIS is involved in a new collaborative Research Project in
collaboration with the Laue-Langevin Institute and the Institute
of Chimie Separative de Marcoule.
The FOAMSCAN™ instrument will be adapted to be employed at
small-angle neutron scattering beamlines to study
simultaneously the macroscopic foam properties and investigate
its structure at the nanometer scale. In a second part, the
project will focus on the investigation of foams based on
PolyOxo Metalates, which may serve simultaneously as foam
stabilizers and complexing agents for the recovery of valuable
metal ions, such as lanthanides and others transition metals
(Mo, V, W, Ta …).

COMPANY

Teclis new workshop coming soon

MGA Technologies will soon manufacture TECLIS instruments in
a new ISO-13485 certified medical devices workshop.

 

 

PRODUCTS

TRACKER™  Phase exchange option
Tool for Encapsulation study

TRACKER™ interfacial rheology provides useful information on
the kinetics of adsorption of surfactants. The Phase Exchange
option completes the technic by measuring the Interfacial
tension while the phase is exchanged either in the cuvette or
the drop/bubble during experiment.

Thus, Phase Exchange option of TRACKER™ enables to study the
kinetics of adsorption/ desorption of surfactants such as
proteins, polymers... It also provides information about the
interactions between these surfactants at the interface.

This option can be used to study Food and
cosmetics encapsulation applications.
Indeed, In addition to stability most Food
and cosmetics applications require precise
control of the mechanical properties of the
capsules [1] that TRACKER™ Phase
Exchange option can help to characterize.

[1] Interfacial rheology of hydrogen-bonded polymer multilayers assembled at liquid

interfaces: Influence of anchoring energy and hydrophobic interactions. Langmuir 2016, 32
(24), 6089-6096.
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